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Abstra t. Today's desktop PCs feature a variety of parallel pro essing
units. Developing appli ations that exploit this parallelism is a demanding task, and a programmer has to obtain detailed knowledge about the
hardware for e ient implementation.
is a data-parallel programming language providing a unied abstra tion for two parallel pro essing
units: graphi s pro essing units (GPUs) and the ve tor pro essing units
of CPUs. The
ompiler framework fully virtualizes the dieren es
in apability and a essibility by mapping an abstra t data-parallel programming model on those targets. The appli ability of
for GPUs
has been shown in previous work; this work presents the extension of the
framework for SIMD instru tion sets of CPUs. We show how to over ome
the obsta les in mapping the abstra t programming model of
to
the SIMD hardware. Our experimental results underline the viability of
this approa h: Real-world appli ations an be implemented easily with
and result in e ient ode.
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Introdu tion

Re ent hardware development is leading from traditional ore frequen y in rease
towards parallelism [3℄. Even standard PCs feature parallelism on several levels of
granularity. Multipro essor systems support a MPMD model, whi h distributes
tasks to dierent ores. GPUs (graphi s pro essing units) [15℄ and SIMD units
of CPUs follow the SPMD paradigm. Exploiting this parallelism, however, is not
su iently supported by ommon programming languages, whi h are still tightly
oupled to the sequential omputing model. Algorithms using SIMD instru tions
are ommonly written in assembly language or low level programming language
extensions (intrinsi s) [22℄.
The CGiS system strives to open up the parallel programming apabilities
of ommodity hardware to ordinary programmers. It raises the abstra tion level
high enough, so that the developer is kept away from all hardware intri a ies.
A CGiS program onsists of parallel forall-loops iterating over streams of data
and sequential kernels alled from those loops. The CGiS ompiler framework
supports both CPUs and GPUs as targets, exploiting their hara teristi s automati ally. For GPUs this has been presented in [9℄. The paper in hand fo uses on
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the SIMD ba k-end of the CGiS ompiler generating ode for Frees ale's AltiVe
and Intel's SSE, and presents a number of transformations and optimizations.
Modern GPUs oer hundreds of oating point units, whi h an work in a
SIMD fashion on ve torial values or on any kind of s alar data [14℄. Thus, GPUs
an even exe ute s alar operations in parallel, oering heterogenous parallelism.
In ontrast to that, the SIMD units of PowerPCs and various generations of Intel
Pentiums have only up to three 4-way SIMD pro essing units. This means that
GPUs oer both SIMD parallelism in a single element and a ross a multitude
of elements, whereas only the element-wise parallelism is exploitable by SIMD
CPUs.
CGiS oers two levels of expli it parallelism, large s ale SPMD parallelism
by the iteration over streams and small s ale SIMD parallelism by ve torial data
types. A CGiS ba k-end needs to map these parallelisms to the ones oered by
the target ar hite ture. For GPUs this is a one-to-one mapping; for SIMD CPU
ar hite tures, the ba k-end has to hose whi h parallelism opportunity to map
to the hardware features.
A method to map SPMD parallelism to the SIMD hardware is kernel attening. This operation breaks down ompound data into s alars to enable sensible
pa king of new ve tors for parallel exe ution. To ensure the preservation of the
program semanti s, stati program analyzes are used to guarantee the premises.
This also requires automati reordering of the input data whi h an be done
lo ally to the routine or globally for all routines.
In many algorithms memory a esses dominate the omputations. This makes
the overall performan e dependent on the memory onne tion. Hardware developers in orporate a hes to speed up the a ess, but omputations on large data
sets make evi tions inevitable. To make best use of the a hes, a me hanism for
loop se tioning is integrated in our SIMD ba k-end. The iteration of the data
streams is adapted to the a he size and the stream layout.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Se tion 2 gives a short
overview of the urrent SIMD instru tion sets and Se tion 3 provides a more indepth look on CGiS, omparing it to related work. The SIMD ba k-end and its
optimizations are set forth in Se tion 4, and examples and experimental results
are presented in Se tion 5. Future work is dis ussed in Se tion 6, and Se tion 7
on ludes the paper.
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Hardware

The rst SIMD instru tion set in ommer ially su essful desktop pro essors, the
Multimedia Extensions (MMX) [11℄, was introdu ed by Intel in 1997. MMX extended the ore instru tion ar hite ture with eight 64-bit registers and provided
only integer instru tions. It was followed by the Streaming SIMD Extensions
(SSE) [7℄ in 1999. The rst version of SSE provided eight 128-bit registers and
a set of oating-point instru tions. The SSE instru tion set was su essively
extended by introdu ing integer support and horizontal operations (SSE2 and

SSE3). SSE4 promises a broader onne tion to the SIMD pro essing unit as well
as more horizontal instru tions to speed up ommon algorithms.
The PowerPC ar hite ture was augmented with the Velo ity Engine or AltiVe [5, 6℄ in 1999. It provides thirty-two 128-bit registers to hold ve tors and
supports integers of various widths as well as oating-point data. In ontrast
to SSE, AltiVe supports very powerful data reordering or permutation instru tions, allowing arbitrary inter hange of input ve tors.
3

The

CGiS Framework

CGiS [9, 10℄ is a data-parallel language for GPUs and CPUs. The CGiS language
and the runtime system abstra t the target in a uniform way. In parti ular, it
is invisible to the programmer on whi h target the generated ode is exe uted.
CGiS is not intended to repla e a programming language for a omplete appliation. Instead, a data-parallel algorithm an be expressed in CGiS and then
alled as a simple subprogram of an appli ation.

3.1
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Figure 1 shows the usage pattern of CGiS. A sour e ode le is fed to the
ompiler, whi h outputs ode for the desired target (here: SIMD CPU ode) and
ode for interfa ing with the main appli ation. The programmer intera ts only
with this interfa e ode in a uniform way.
For an example of a CGiS program, see the ode in Figure 2. It presents
the r 5 ipher en ryption [19℄ with a stati number of 31 rounds. CGiS les are
divided into three se tions. An INTERFACE se tion denes the global data of the
program; in this ase, a one-dimensional stream of unspe ied size of integer
tuples (the stream to be en rypted) and a eld of 32 integer key pairs. A CODE
se tion denes the kernels operating in parallel on elements of streams. Here,
the pro edure r 5 operates on stream element AB. It is an inout parameter,
meaning it is read and written in the same iteration. The se ond parameter S
is a referen e to a stream, denoted by <_>. The alled pro edure load looks up

PROGRAM r 5_en ryption;
INTERFACE
extern in uint2 S<32>;
extern inout uint2 ABs<SIZE>; // The stream to be en rypted.
CODE
pro edure en rypt(inout uint2 AB, in uint2 S<_>)
{
uint2 S01; uint i = 0;
load(S,i,S01); // Get key-pair at 0.
uint A = AB.x+S01.x, B = AB.y+S01.y;
while(i<31) {
i = i + 1;
load(S,i,S01); // Get key-pair at i.
A = ((A^B)<<<B) + S01.x; // <<< is a leftB = ((B^A)<<<A) + S01.y; //
rotation.
}
AB.x = A; AB.y = B;
}
CONTROL
forall(AB in ABs) en rypt(AB,S);

CGiS

en ryption of a stream with 31 rounds of r 5. A stream element onsists
of a pair of unsigned integers.

Fig. 2.

the i-th element of S and stores it in S01. The suxes .x and .y on ve torial
values denote omponent-sele tion: A ve torial value with a size of at most four
an be treated as a stru ture with omponents x, y, z, w. The CONTROL se tion
initiates a omputation on streams. In this ase, the kernel r 5 is invoked for the
elements of the stream ABs. The omputations on the elements get s heduled in
parallel (SPMD).
CGiS features a relatively standard, imperative programming language to
des ribe the kernels in the CODE se tion. It is based on C, but la ks pointers:
Arrays are always a essed with indi es, and fun tion outputs are implemented
with pass-by-value-result parameters. These restri tions are a onsequen e of
CGiS' an estry as a GPU programming language. Also stemming from this
are the native ve torial types and operations, spe ial instru tions for reordering
omponents and guarded exe utions. Element types are single-pre ision oating
point or signed or unsigned integer.
Streams an be a essed through read-write iterators, with relative and absolute read a esses, and absolute write a esses. The kernels are s heduled by
a simple language featuring sequential spe i ation of parallel exe utions in the
CONTROL se tion. The runtime system is responsible for syn hronization and sequen ing of memory a esses to ensure a well-dened semanti s. The INTERFACE

se tion de lares the interfa e to other CGiS programs and to the appli ation:
The appli ation passes pointers to the input data and re eives the output data
through C fun tions generated for the interfa e ode. The target remains hidden
in this approa h: The main appli ation uses the generated ode as a bla k-box,
onsuming streams of input data and produ ing streams of output data.
CGiS was originally de eived as a language for general-purpose omputations on GPUs [10, 15℄. As su h, mu h of its syntax and semanti s are owed to
the hardware pe uliarities of GPUs. SIMD CPUs an also make use of oating point ve tors, but they la k the abundan e of exe ution units. Therefore, a
translation based on the same kind of parallelism available on GPUs is bound to
produ e la kluster results. From the two levels of parallelism mentioned above,
SIMD parallelism on ve tors and SPMD parallelism on stream elements, CPUs
la k the GPU's large parallelism of the se ond kind. Se tion 4 shows that, with
appropriate transformation on the sour e ode inside the ompiler, data-parallel
algorithms expressed in CGiS an nevertheless also e iently be exe uted on
SIMD CPUs.

3.2 Related Work
Exploiting SIMD parallelism from standard C ode is a ompli ated task. Common C ompilers like g or i are fa ing a multitude of problems both in
analyzing the input ode and in mapping it e iently to the restri ted SIMD
hardware; many algorithms are still implemented by hand in assembly ode
or intrinsi s, or using prefabri ated libraries [17, 22℄. CGiS features a stream
programming model, avoiding some of these problems and oering new opportunities to over ome others. The expressibility is restri ted with respe t to the
full possibilities of C ode, but it allows easier exploitation of parallelism.
The CGiS SIMD ba k-end shares a set of ommon problems with other SIMD
ode generation approa hes. One of the major problems is data alignment, beause SIMD hardware usually is limited to a essing 16-byte aligned addresses
[16℄. Be ause CGiS operates solely on non-overlapping arrays (streams) with
indexed a esses, alignment analysis be omes easier and permutation operations
an be kept lo al. Also ontrol ow prevents parallelization, and for SIMD traditional ontrol ow onversions have to be employed [1, 23℄.
Other problems are avoided by language design or have to be ta kled dierently. As expli it data parallelism is mandatory for CGiS programs, extensive
data-dependen y analyses are obsolete. Spe ialized operations su h as saturated
operators or bit rotation operation are ommon to multimedia appli ations.
These operations have to be re onstru ted from C ode by idiom re ognition
[17, 18℄, whereas they are present in CGiS. To utilize SIMD potential on s alar
ode, superword level parallelism is able to re ognize isomorphi operations on
sequential, s alar ode [8, 21℄. CGiS oers small (up to four omponents) ve torial types and omponentwise operations, enabling the programmer to express
isomorphi operations in their natural form. Exploiting SIMD parallelism from
s alar ode [13℄ is handled by ross-kernel-parallelism due to a transformation
alled kernel attening. Conversion between element types of dierent length is

a severe problem in C based approa hes [22℄; in
long.
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CGiS, all data types are 32-Bit

The SIMD Ba k-end

This se tion deals with the transformations and optimizations whi h are ne essary for the SIMD ba k-end of the CGiS ompiler.
The hallenges in generating e ient SIMD ode dier from the ones in
generating GPU ode. In reased performan e ompared to s alar exe ution an
only be a hieved by exploiting ve tor parallelism. Ea h ve tor register of the
supported SIMD hardware is 128 bit wide and an ontain 4 oating-point or
4 (signed or unsigned) integer values. Mapping the stream omputation to this
hardware is hindered by the following issues:

CGiS allows streams of arbitrary data elements allo ated by standard allo ation fun tions in the appli ation. Be ause
data an only be a essed with 16-byte aligned loads1 , in general, data must
be reordered at some point. Consider the example in Figure 2 whi h des ribes a CGiS fun tion en rypting a stream of pairs of unsigned integers
with the r 5 en ryption algorithm. With two integers per element, every odd
element is not aligned for SIMD hardware.2
The stream elements are ompounds and the operations work on single omponents. There is no e ient SIMD exploit when pro essing one or two
stream elements at a time as omputations on the omponents are not uniform. Neither the data layout nor the alignment of the tuples mat h the
requirements for SIMD ve torization.
 Gathering operations. A esses to the main memory of a CPU are inherently
slow. Thus, on- hip a hes are employed to speed up the a ess to re-used
data. Apart from arbitrary stream lookups, the CGiS language allows stream
element loads or gathers relative to the element urrently pro essed (neighborhood operations). Depending on the organization of the stream data and
the shape of the a essed neighborhood, the CGiS ompiler an adapt the
stream iterations to in rease a he performan e.
 Control ow. Ve torizing ode with ontrol ow stru tures requires ode
transformation to ensure ea h of the stream elements pro essed in parallel
enters the orre t ontrol ow bran h. As in traditional ve torization, this
is done by if- and loop- onversion and inlining.

 Misalignment and data layout.

4.1 Kernel Flattening
The main hallenge in generating e ient SIMD ode is data arrangement and
meeting the alignment requirements of data a esses. A solution to this alignment
and data layout problem is kernel attening.
1
2

The unaligned loads supported by SSE2 severely impa t exe ution time.
We assume that at least the rst element of every stream pro essed is 16-byte aligned.
Another example of a stride-one stream where not every stream element is aligned
is the YUV-stream depi ted in Figure 3.

Kernel attening is a ode transformation on the intermediate language. It
pro esses a single kernel and splits all stream elements and variables into s alar
variables. This also in ludes operations on those variables: Every operation is
opied and exe uted on ea h former omponent of the variable. Figure 3 shows
the attening operations applied to a simple CGiS pro edure, transforming YUV
olor values into RGB values. The parameters YUV and RGB and the onstant
ve tors are split into 3 s alar variables ea h. The assignment to RGB and the
omputations are split as well.
pro edure yuv2rgb(in float3 YUV, out float3 RGB)
{
RGB = YUV.x + [ 0, 0.344, 1.77 ℄ * YUV.y + [ 1.403, 0.714, 0℄ * YUV.z;
}
pro edure yuv2rgb_f (in float
out float
{
float y = 0.344, z = 1.77,
RGB_x = YUV_x +
RGB_y = YUV_x + y * YUV_y +
RGB_z = YUV_x + z * YUV_y;
}

YUV_x, in float YUV_y, in float YUV_z,
RGB_x, out float RGB_y, out float RGB_z)
dx = 1.403, dy = 0.714;
dx * YUV_z;
dy * YUV_z;

The pro edure yuv2rgb transforms YUV olor values into RGB. As in ommon
GPU languages, s alar operands are repli ated to mat h the number of omponents
of the target or operation. yuv2rgb_f is the result of the attening transformation
applied to yuv2rgb. Ea h omponent be omes a single s alar variable or parameter
and all ve tor operations are repla ed by s alar ones.

Fig. 3.

The pro edure resulting from kernel attening an be exe uted in parallel.
After ompound variables have been broken down to s alar ones, these an be
subje ted to SIMD ve torization. Four onse utive elements for ea h s alar variable stream an now be loaded into one ve tor register, and immediate onstants
are repli ated into a ve tor. Be ause the original data elements of the stream are
possibly ordered in tuples (e. g., the YUV-stream in Figure 3), data has to be
reordered during exe ution or beforehand. The SIMD ba k-end supports lo al
and global data reordering depending on the re-usability of the reordered data.
Whereas global reordering is basi ally a reordering in memory, lo al reordering
inserts ode that reorders these elements in registers at the beginning of the
fun tion and at the end. For the previous example the possible stream a ess
patterns are shown in Figure 4. Sequential exe ution a esses one YUV-triple per
iteration. Global reordering splits the YUV-stream into three streams. Thus, in
ea h iteration, four elements of ea h former omponent an be loaded into a ve tor register and pro essed. Lo al reordering takes the stream as it is and inserts
permutation operations at the start and the end of the attened pro edure.

Fig. 4. Streams an be reordered globally or lo ally. Global reordering opies the data
in memory before and/or after exe ution, depending on the data ow of the stream.
Lo al reordering uses SIMD permutations. The layout of the data in memory remains
un hanged. Dierent shades denote onse utively a essed data per iteration.

Per default, the CGiS ba k-end uses lo al reordering, but the programmer
an for e global reordering by annotations. Global data reordering requires input
stream data to be loaded before and output stream data to be stored after
exe ution. Thus, the higher reordering osts with respe t to lo al reordering are
amortized only if the reordered stream is pro essed several times with gathers
and lookups.
Lookup and gather operations are split as well. In ase of global reordering,
the gathers and lookups are straightforward, be ause only alignment has to be
taken are of. As for lo al reordering, on gather operations the loaded and reorganized data an be kept minimal as the oset from the urrent element is
stati ally known. On the other hand, data-dependent lookups result in four different s alar loads and the re onstru tion of a ve tor. With too many of these
lookups the benet of ve torizing the fun tion might get negated.
For the r 5 en ryption, this means that the inout parameter AB is split into
an inout parameter AB_x and an inout parameter AB_y. All operations are
made s alar enabling SLP exe ution. Data reordering instru tions are inserted
allowing stride-one a ess to AB_x and AB_y. From the perspe tive of data layout
and alignment, four elements an be pro essed in parallel. The lookup fun tion
load only depends on the s alar i. With data-ow analysis it an be determined
that i is onstant a ross all elements pro essed in parallel. CGiS allows the
user to annotate uniform variables to guide the ompiler. Ea h of the parallely
pro essed elements wants to load the same value. So the desired ve tor an be
re onstru ted from one SIMD load and one or two permutations.

4.2 Loop Se tioning
Many data parallel algorithms, espe ially in image pro essing, require the gathering of nearby data elements. One example for su h an image pro essing algorithm

CGiS

The
ompiler an adapt the iteration order to in rease a he hit rates
in gather operations. Blue (light) squares are a hed elements, the bla k square is the
urrently pro essed element and the red (dark) ones are the neighborhood a essed in
this iteration. The left pi ture shows row-by-row iteration. In the right pi ture stripeby-stripe is pro essed, showing the benet of additional overlapping of a hed data.
Fig. 5.

is the Gaussian blur des ribed in Se tion 5.2. CGiS supports gathering operations that let the programmer a ess stream elements relative to the urrent
position in the stream. When iterating over a two-dimensional stream olumnby- olumn or row-by-row, it is possible that data elements already loaded and
present in the data a he are evi ted and have to be loaded again. To make
best use of the a hed data, the CGiS ompiler an adapt the iterations over
the stream dividing the eld into smaller stripes that better mat h the a he
size and organization of the pro essor. This optimization was inspired by [2℄.
With the smaller width of the stripes, there is more overlapping in-between row
iteration.
This is possible only on ar hite tures whi h allow a dire t ontrol of the
iteration order. As for example GPUs do not allow this detailed iteration ontrol,
the GPU ba k-end of the CGiS ompiler annot make use of this optimization.
As an example, onsider Figure 5. A two-dimensional eld S is pro essed,
and for ea h element its 8 immediate neighbors are gathered. The blue (light)
squares are data elements that have been loaded in former iterations and are thus
present in the data a he. The urrently iterated element is olored bla k, and
the gathered elements are red (dark). In the left part, the iteration sequen e is
simply row-by-row. The right part shows the same eld subdivided into smaller
stripes Si . Ea h Si is also pro essed row-wise. But with the redu ed row width,
the a he hit rate is in reased, be ause there is still data present in the a he
from the last pro essed row.
The size of the stripes is determined by the a he size and the memory requirements as follows. To determine the dimension in whi h the stripes run, we
investigate the a ess pattern of the gather operations. The dimension whi h
gives rise to the most data a esses denes the run dire tion. We assume that
the two-dimensional stream is stored row-wise in memory. The stripes then run
olumn-wise. Iteration is row-wise inside the stripes. For ea h stream, o determines the maximum of iteration lines or rows rossed by the a ess pattern, e. g.,

in Figure 5 o is 3. o is the sum of maximum absolute osets in stripe dire tion
plus one for the urrent line. For a given parallel kernel-exe ution k , the CGiS
ompiler de ides the width of the stripes Sk from the a he size C , the a he
line size l and the size of the stream elements read and written. (Dierent ar hite tures with dierent a he sizes are sele ted at ompile-time.) δ is a onstant
number that represents the lo al data that is needed in ea h iteration su h as intermediates and other sta k data. Assume that k a esses stream elements with
an element size of ai and the gathers for ai ross oi lines. These parameters are
stati ally known and result in a simple heuristi for omputing the stripe width:


P
Sk = (C − δ)/( oi · ai ) l .
⌊ ⌋l rounds down to the nearest multiple of l. Sk does not need to be onstant
a ross a whole program but is adapted to ea h spe i kernel exe ution.
Should the size of the eld not mat h a multiple of the stripe width, the
remaining elements are pro essed by normal iteration.

4.3 Control Flow Conversion

The three main ontrol ow onstru ts of CGiS are pro edure alls, onditionals
and loops. Breaks are represented as modifying the loop ontrol variable, so that
ea h loop has exa tly one exit. All transformations of the ontrol ow onversion
are exe uted on the intermediate representation of the CGiS program.
By default, alls are fully inlined in the SIMD ba k-end, although it is possible
to for e separate fun tions. We found that generating true alls in reases the
runtime of the appli ation. Most parameters are present in ve tor registers, and
passing those as arguments indu es additional stores and loads.
If- onversion is the traditional way to onvert ontrol-dependen ies into
data-dependen ies. A mask is generated for the ondition. The exe ution of
ea h statement in the onditional body is guarded by that mask [23℄. In CGiS,
the masks are the results of ve tor ompare operations. These omponent-wise
operations yield a ve tor that ontains all 0s at an element if the omparison
failed for that element, all 1s otherwise. Be ause urrent SIMD hardware does
not feature guarded assignments, the Allen-Kennedy algorithm of [23℄ has to be
adapted in the following way.
Let I be a basi blo k ontaining an if-statement with ondition CI and its
asso iated mask MI . For simpli ity, we onsider only a simple onditional body,
with one blo k TI in the true-bran h and one blo k FI in the false-bran h. The
ontrol ow join is denoted JI . Let LI be the set of variables live at JI , WT the
set of variables written in TI and WF is the set of variables written in FI . The
algorithm whi h inserts the additional operations required for the if- onversion
is given in pseudo- ode in Figure 6.
During the if- onversion phase, for ea h I the sets ST and SF are determined.
For ea h ontrol ow bran h, opies of the variables written and live after the
bran h are inserted at the beginning of the respe tive bran h. After the end of
a bran h, sele t instru tions (like φ-fun tions from SSA [12℄) are inserted whi h
sele t the new value for the written variable depending on the generated mask.

Use l i v e v a r i a b l e s a n a l y s i s t o d e t e r m i n e LI
Use r e a h i n g d e f i n i t i o n s a n a l y s i s t o d e t e r m i n e WT and WF
B u i l d i n t e r s e t i o n s ST = WT ∩ LI and SF = WF ∩ LI
Forea h vT ∈ ST
i n s e r t vT ′ = vT a t t h e b e g i n n i n g o f TI
i n s e r t select(vT , vT ′ , MI ) a t t h e end o f TI
Forea h vF ∈ SF
i n s e r t vF ′ = vF a t t h e b e g i n n i n g o f FI
i n s e r t select(vF ′ , vF , MI ) a t t h e end o f FI
Fig. 6. Pseudo ode for additional insertion of opies and sele t operations used in
if- onversion.

The onversion of loops is pretty straight forward. For the loop ondition,
a mask is generated as well, and the loop is iterated as long as the mask is
not ompletely 0 (signifying that all elements or the SIMD-tuple have nished
iteration). If the mask is ompletely 0, then the loop an be exited.
Conversion of nested ontrol ow statements is also supported. When the
mask of a ondition is generated for a nested statement, it is always ombined
with the mask of the ontrol ow statement via binary and.
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Examples and Evaluation

Three data parallel algorithms from dierent appli ation domains will demonstrate the tness of the SIMD ba k-end to the CGiS framework. Though all
naturally parallel, ea h of those algorithms requires dierent optimization to
run e iently. Thus, they serve as representatives for larger ategories of similar
appli ations.
The two target platforms were a Frees ale PowerPC G5, 1.8 GHz, running
under Ma OSX, and an Intel Core 2 Duo 1.83 GHz running under Linux. The
generated intrinsi s ode was ompiled with g 4.0.1. Figure 7 shows the aggregation of the experiments for both hardware platforms. Speedup fa tors for
SIMD only dier in the r 5 example as the SSE hardware does not support
rotates or register-dependent shifts.

5.1 r 5 En ryption
r 5 [19℄ is a blo k ipher en ryption that works on a stream of integer tuples.
Ea h tuple gets modied by rotating and binary xor over a ertain number of
rounds. A parallel implementation of r 5 en ryption requires the data to be
reordered. Global data reordering via memory opy is not a valid option as it
in reases overall omputation time drasti ally and does not amortize by the
gain in omputation speed. The alternative is lo al data reordering and is a
automati ally done by kernel attening. For the tests, the message length to be
en rypted is between 64k and 320k integers.
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Fig. 7. Exe ution times of AltiVe and SSE hardware relative to s alar exe ution of
PowerPC and Core 2 Duo. While Mandelbrot and Gaussian blur perform equally well
on both ar hite tures, r 5 is signi antly slower on the Core 2 Duo due to the missing
hardware rotation.

Figure 8.a holds the results of the generated SSE ode. Be ause the Streaming
SIMD Extensions do not support ve tor register dependent shifts or rotates,
these operations must be done by the ALU, for ing data to go through memory
twi e. This has a severe impa t on the omputation time. The average in rease
of SIMD with respe t to s alar ode is about 20%. The results of the AltiVe
implementation are shown in Figure 8.b. For all input sets the speedup is about
400%. As g did not re ognize the shift patterns as rotates, it did not use the
s alar rotate of the PowerPC, de reasing the s alar performan e.

5.2 Gaussian Blur
Gaussian blur is an image pro essing algorithm to produ e a blurring ee t. For
ea h pixel, its olor and the olors of its neighbors are weighted and ombined
into a new olor. Here the memory a esses strongly dominate omputations.
Our image data is stored in RGBA format, of whi h only the RGB values are
onsidered. To in rease performan e in the gathering operations, a he sensitive
iteration tries to make best use of the data already present in the a he. For the
tests, an input image has been s aled, doubling the image size per test ase.
The SSE results in Figure 8. do not show large improvement over the s alar
implementation. The in reased memory a esses together with the weak memory onne tion of the SSE unit thwart any performan e gain by the parallel
exe ution. The exe ution times on AltiVe hardware in Figure 8.d show an improvement of roughly 50% and s ale well with the size of the inputs.
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Fig. 8.

5.3 Mandelbrot Set
Computing the Mandelbrot set is a well-known, omputationally heavy algo2
+z
rithm. For a point z ∈ C in the omplex plane, the sequen e z0 = z , zn = zn−1
2
′
is omputed until |zn | > 2 for some n or a maximal iteration ount n is rea hed.
Afterwards, the nal iteration ount n is mapped onto a olor.
Parallelization of this algorithm is only possible with ontrol ow onversion. For this example, both SSE and AltiVe implementation show speedups
of fa tor 2 (Figure 8.ef) a ross all inputs. While the SSE instru tion set oers
the possibility to read the results of a ompare dire tly to s alar hardware, for
AltiVe writing of ontrol register bits must be enabled and onditional jumps
depending on those ontrol bits are introdu ed.

6

Future Work

The SIMD ba k-end of the CGiS ompiler is still under development. The main
fo us up to this point was to generate e ient ode, i. e., faster than s alar
ode, for suitable appli ations. The next goal is the renement of the existing
optimizations. More program analyzes and better heuristi s should repla e the
urrent heuristi s.
Although intrinsi s are a omfortable way of generating SIMD ode, they
have limitations. The onditional jumps using the ontrol register of the PowerPC have to be inserted via inline assembly resulting in ine ient ode. Furthermore, with pure assembly ode emittan e the ompiler has more ontrol over
register allo ation, whi h is imperative on the SSE ar hite ture. This also enables the optimization of register a hing for gather operations [20℄. Compiling
dire tly to assembly would oer also easy a ess to other pro essor features. For
example, onditionals in loops an be optimized by introdu ing ags to avoid
the generation of the masks for the if-statement, should there be no else-bran h
asso iated with the if. Also, we plan to extend the ompiler to the Cell pro essor,
whi h oers parallelism on several kinds [4℄. We believe that the CGiS model
an e iently be mapped to the parallelisms allowed by the Cell pro essor.
7

Con lusion

This paper presents the SIMD ba k-end of the CGiS ompiler framework in its
urrent state. Generating e ient SIMD ode for data parallel algorithms is a
demanding task as many restri tions like data layout, ontrol dependen ies and
other hara teristi s of the hardware avoid ve torization.
We introdu e the program transformation of kernel attening ombined with
lo al data reordering to solve the problem of data layouts that are not suitable
for stream pro essing otherwise. On memory dominated algorithms, we try to
in rease performan e by making best use of data a hes by adapting the iteration
sequen e. Control ow is straightened by full if- and loop- onversion oering the
possibility to parallelize fun tions with ontrol dependen ies. The experimental results show the viability of this approa h. Though the number of examples
is not exhaustive, the appli ations ea h stand for a whole ategory of similar
appli ations in the eld of en ryption, image pro essing and mathemati al alulations.
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